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â€“ DESCRIBING TRENDS. Vocabulary.

the different ways to describe increases and

Exercise 1. Money. We can spend money

decreases in graphs/charts (e.g. rise, fall

and we can save it. But we can do a lot of

sharply etc..). It is important to know this, but

other things with money too. Find 14. more

if you want to sound more fluent when

verbs we can use with the word money in the

describing changes in graphs/charts, you

square., Student A describe and explain the

need to know more advanced vocabulary.,

graphs in your own words. Student B ask

â€¢ Finish by repeating the main trends, or

questions. Prepare and give a presentation

identify

to describe and explain some trends in your

vocabulary. â€¢ Don't have any numbers in

company.,
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the conclusion (you could use words like

Describing graphs exercises. Writing about

"most", "the majority" "a minority", "a small

graphs,tables

Teaching

number"). â€¢ Donâ€™t give an opinion.

graphs,tables and charts. Useful graphs, bar

While You Write: Some Donâ€™ts â€¢

graphs and pie charts., Describe the chart to

Donâ€™t describe the X and Y axis. Give

your partner. Then listen to your partner and

the information., Describing Graph Trends -

complete the European sales 1996â€“2003.
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part 1. Introduction: In meetings, reports,

Figures Exercise Match the following graphs

presentations etc..., it is very normal to have

and statements

to describe and compare number data (like
profits or sales numbers) and trends from
graphs,

charts

or

tables.,

Business

vocabulary exercise: describing trends (rise,
raise, lower, fall, grow) ex. 1. Business
English vocabulary exercise, intermediate
level. This exercise gives you practice using
five verbs for describing trends: Exercise
instructions.

1.

Study

the

to

useâ€™

including

â€˜how

example

sentences.,

Using

vocabulary,
and

the

tenses

to

describe trends. Focus on tenses. In the
IELTS Academic Writing Task 1 you might
have to describe a trend that covers the past,
the present and the future, so youâ€™ll need
to use a variety of tenses., Describing
Graphs Exercises ... This is an introductory
â€œdescribing

graphsâ€•

vocabulary

worksheet for ... Click here for the Describing
graphs worksheet PDF ..., Look at the exam
question, line graph and answer and do the
exercises to improve your writing skills. ...
Describing a graph of trends over time.,
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